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September 2013
Message from our president – Elaine Amenta
Well, it took a long time to get here but summer was well and truly welcomed at our house!! It is almost
over but I still begin my mornings with a walk around my garden and it never ceases to amaze me how
new flowers open daily and new birds appear at the feeders. One of these days I will leave the coffee
cup inside and take my camera outside instead. Laziness is my only excuse!
I do hope that you are all having a great time exploring our beautiful county and taking photos. Let’s see
some of those at the September meeting. If you decide to have some of those photos framed, please
remember to support our local businesses when looking for a framer. “The Framed View” in Cobourg
offers a 10% discount to NPC members and the owner, Jan Moore has showcased many works from our
club, including my very own Cobourg postcards! Her business is one of many in Cobourg and Port Hope
that can help us out with our framing needs.
In keeping this article short and sweet this month (so I can get back out to my hammock and book while
we still have some sunny days!), I will look forward to seeing you all at the meeting at The Pine Academy
on September 2nd. We will have information on the fantastic presentation in November by Andre Gallant
at that meeting and we will also have our Christmas party location picked out by that time. I am looking
forward to my second year as president and also welcoming new board members, Bob Robertson,
Stephen Della Casa, Alan Short and Pam Perrault to the Executive. It’s gonna be great!
We will be looking for a refreshment coordinator for the
October meeting as I will be away ,so please think about
stepping up and making the coffee for that meeting.
Just a reminder; NPC is a member of CAPA (Canadian
Association for Photographic Art) and any of our members can
take part in their competitions. Our CAPA Member Number is
22408. Be sure to include this number with any submissions.
In this issue: President’s Message 1, Summer Treasures 2 –
4, Out ‘n About 5, Andre Gallant 6, Mary Talbot Workshop 7,
NPC Bulletin Board 8, Photo Review 8 – 12, Featured
Photographer 13 – 15, The Last Page!! 16.
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Sherrie Greig, above and below

Bob Bell above
<Elaine Amenta

Suzanne Pacey , above and right

Dawn Knudsen, above and below

< Bob Bell – left and above
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More Summer Treasures !!!

< Pat Calder, left and above

Ray Williams, right …>>
and
<<..left

NPC members captured by David O’Rourke
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“This is a collage of daylilies from our
garden. Daylilies only last one day, so
they're special in that way. Also, these
bloomed the day of the royal birth which
adds another dimension of "special", I
think.” Suzanne Pacey

More Summer Treasures from the Master Point ‘n Shooter, Russ Donaldson!!
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Out and About by Debbie Funchion
I recently spent a lovely, but HOT, day in the lavender fields at Scott's Barn farm. It is such a nice place to
visit and wander around. Besides the lavender, they had a nice garden of orange lilies and a host of other
perennials.
On another topic, if anyone happens to be visiting Montreal, there is an interesting exhibit at the
Montreal Botanical Gardens called “MOSAICULTURE”. It is a show of larger than life size animals and
other imaginative pieces. They are made with plants, flowers, and other natural elements to make an
eye-catching creation. It is then set in a splendid setting for the visitors to enjoy. This exhibit will be at
the Montreal Botanical Gardens until sometime in
September. I would recommend checking out these
websites. www.gardenmaking.com and
www.mosaiculture.ca
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An Evening with André Gallant, Photographer
Featuring Inspiration – Creative Photography Projects
Wednesday, November 6, 2013, 7:00 pm
The Pine Academy, 39 Pine Street North, Port Hope, Ontario. Sponsored by the Northumberland
Photography Club.
Tickets: $20
André Gallant, a freelance photographer, travels the world over, making expressive photographs. He is
the author of several books including: Inspiration, Expressionism, Destinations, Dreamscapes,
and Photographing People. André teaches photography workshops with Freeman Patterson, with whom
he co-wrote Photo Impressionism and the Subjective Image, as well as the revised edition of Photography
for the Joy of It. He lectures throughout Canada and the United States, as well as internationally.
André’s work has appeared in numerous magazines such as Canadian Camera, Canadian Gardening,
Canadian Living, Gardening Life, En Route, Outdoor Photographer, Photo Life, etc. André is the recipient of
two National Magazine Awards for his photography. He resides in Saint John, New Brunswick. To view
more of his work, please visit his web site: www.andregallant.com
INSPIRATION BOOK TOUR
This November, André Gallant is visiting Ontario, promoting his latest book: Inspiration – Creative
Photography Projects. With his presentation, André hopes to inspire and motivate photographers with
ideas and self-assigned photography challenges. With audio-visuals and descriptive narration, André will
share his passion for photography, and how he challenges himself with simple exercises such as
illustrating a concept or topic, or something more complex like choosing a theme and photographing
every day for a month. You will leave inspired, and ready to take on your own challenges.
Books available for purchase: Inspiration and Expressionism, hard cover, $30
Destinations, Dreamscapes, and Photographing People, soft cover, $10
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Autumn Photography Workshop

with Mary Talbot
The Joy of Letting Go – Unwrapping Your Creativity

October 18-20, 2013
(Friday evening 6 – 9 pm; Saturday & Sunday 8:30 am – 5:00 pm)
at The Woodlawn Inn, Cobourg, Ontario
www.woodlawninn.com
(preferential accommodation rate for participants)
Maximum of 8 participants
Unleash your creativity in a relaxed, supportive atmosphere through illustrated instruction,
audio-visuals, image discussion, and field work. Mary will demonstrate creative techniques including
panning, montages, and multiple exposures; and illustrate effective arrangement of subject matter in
the picture space.
You should be comfortable and
knowledgeable using your equipment.
Workshop fees of $305 include lunch, coffee and tea, snacks, and applicable taxes.
For further details or registration, please contact Mary at mtalbot@eagle.ca
www.marytalbotphotography.com
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…

Upcoming events, for sale items, Websites,
Work Shops. Anything of Interest to Our
Members!!!
1. NPC Continues The Trend!!! Congratulations to Jeff Gardner, Alan Short and Ray Williams for
their winning photographs at the CLIC Eastern Ontario Exhibition and Sale !!!
2. Note from David O’Rourke:
Wide Angle Nikon 12-24mm f/4G ED IF AF-S DX Nikkor Zoom Lens with lens hood, cap, and bag $500 firm. Great condition. This lens starts at $1000 new and $650 used. Check the reviews:
http://www.ebay.ca/ctg/Nikon-Nikkor-AF-S-12-24mm-F-4-0-DX-IF-G-ED-Lens-/99750867 Please email
me at davidorourke@cogeco.ca .
3.

Photo Review Process….Andreas Gada, Alasdair Gillespie, Mary Talbot

As a means of helping our members strengthen their photography, over the past two years, the NPC has
been conducting photo reviews at our monthly club meetings. These reviews have been well received
and are now a formal part of our program.
So far, the reviews have been done in an informal, ad hoc manner by some of the club’s more
experienced photographers and guest speakers. Some of the sessions have been great and extremely
informative, while others have not. To address this issue, over the summer a Photo Review Team was
established. This team is comprised of experienced photographers who are qualified to review photos.
Some of these individuals are Canadian Association for Photographic Arts (CAPA)-qualified judges, while
others have extensive photo reviewing experience. The active members of this team are Elaine Amenta,
Andreas Gada, Alasdair Gillespie, Bryan Glover, George Gordon, Brenda Nutter, Mary Talbot, and Cindy
Taylor.
This group is responsible for:
• Establishing and maintaining the criteria and standards used to review / select photos
• Establishing and maintaining the criteria used to determine who is qualified to review / select
photos
• Establishing and maintaining the photo-review process used at club meetings
• Establishing and maintaining the process used to select images for juried slideshows, photo books,
or other club projects where image selection is required
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• Downloading images that have been submitted for review using the existing process
• Preparing the images for presentation at the monthly meetings in a format suitable for
presentation on the club computer
• Presenting images for review / selection
• Training members who want to become photo reviewers
• Assisting with photo selection on club projects as needed
The first objective of the group was to study the existing photo-review process and see how it could be
improved. To assist with this process, the CAPA guidelines were used as a basis for discussion. Looking
at these guidelines, it became apparent that images need to be reviewed based on the type of
photograph. Portrait photographs are different from nature photographs, which are different from
landscape photographs, etc., with each category having its own unique characteristics and review
criteria.
The plan is to proceed as follows:
Step One is to inform everyone about categories, definitions, and characteristics that will be used in our
monthly photo-review process. The chart below, prepared by Alasdair Gillespie based on the CAPA
guidelines, summarizes what will be used.
Step Two is to apply these guidelines to our monthly photo-review session so that members become
familiar with the categories and can follow along with what is being said during the review process.
Step Three is to actively engage the membership in doing photo reviews through the introduction of
Photo-Discussion Groups at the November 18 Technical Meeting, which will be devoted to photo review.
The notion of a photo-discussion group is not new; in fact, when the club was much smaller (according to
Bill Crowley), the members passed around their photographs at the monthly meetings for review and
comment. It worked well back then and helped people to learn about and improve their photography.
The difficulty today with over 100 people in the club is how to accomplish this in a meaningful way.
A photo-discussion group will consist of an experienced photographer (discussion leader) and 6 – 7
contributing photographers who wish to participate in the discussion. Each participant is to bring a
photograph (on a memory stick as a jpeg file) to share with the group. The image will be displayed on a
laptop using Photoshop (or other image-processing software). The discussion will begin with the
contributing photographers talking about their photo. Where was it taken? Why was it taken? What did
they hope to achieve? And anything else they feel is relevant. After this, other people in the group will
be able to make comments about the image and, if appropriate, the image could be changed to illustrate
what can be done to strengthen it.
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The success of the photo discussion groups will depend on members’ willingness to share their images
with others, in a supportive environment. The following table, Genres of Photography, is a summation
of the categories, definitions, and characteristics used by the Canadian Association for Photographic Arts
to help their members when judging photographs. It is hoped that these definitions and characteristics
will assist us with our photo reviews. As a starting point, please use this table and start looking at your
photographs with these guidelines in mind.
CAPA- GENRES OF PHOTOGRAPHY-DEFINITIONS & CHARACTERISTICS *
CATEGORY

DEFINITION

CHARACTERISTICS

LANDSCAPE

 intended to show different  little or no human activity & strive for ‘pure’
spaces within the world,
landscape or seascape
sometimes vast & unending,  use subjects such as strongly defined landforms,
or microscopic
weather, and ambient light
 can include urban, industrial, macro, and Nature
photography
 waterfalls and mountains are classic landscape
photography
 it is a broad definition and can include most places
and things i.e. wall, a livingroom, kitchen even a
human body
 often a small aperture is used

NATURE

 wide range of photography  wide aperture, fast shutter speed to freeze
taken outdoors, devoted to
subject’s motion & blur background.
displaying natural elements  often uses a telephoto lens
(landscapes, wildlife, plants  minimal evidence of human activity
& closeups of natural scenes
& textures
 stronger emphasis on
aesthetic value
 depicts living, untamed
animals, & uncultivated
plants in a natural habitat,
geology, and the wide
diversity of natural
phenomena,insects to
icebergs.

WILDLIFE

 devoted to capturing
interesting animals in
action:fighting, eating etc.

 photographs are generally made in the animals
natural habitat

CATEGORY

DEFINITION

CHARACTERISTICS

PORTRAIT

 is the capture of the likeness  not a snap shot but a composed image of a person
of a person or group of
in a still position
people in which the face
 objective to capture the person’s likeness,
and its expression is
personality, or mood
predominant
 person’s body and background may be included

ARCHITECTURAL

 is the capture of the activity
of designing and
constructing buildings and
other physical structures by
a person or a machine

PHOTOJOURNALISM  a form of journalism that
create images in order to
tell a news story

 generally it applies to finished buildings
 often captures the purpose or meaning of a
building (i.e.churchs, historic mansions, high-rises)

 is distinguished by the qualities of timeliness,
objectivity, narrative
 has a rigid ethical framework which demands that
the work is honest and impartial

STILL LIFE

 work of art depicting
mostly inanimate subject
matter in a small grouping

 often commonplace objects either natural
(flowers, plants, rocks, etc.) or man-made(wine
glasses, books, pipes, etc.) in an artificial setting
 in a Still Life photograph, the photographer
‘makes’ a photograph as oppose ‘takes’ a
photograph

ABSTRACT

 often includes images
“abstracted” or
“extracted” from a larger
image

 uses a visual language of shape, form, colour, &
line to create a composition which exists
independently of visual references to the world
 subject is secondary to patterns, textures, angles,
colour variation, shape (2D), form (3D), geometry,
focus and depth of field, blur, and expression of
movement
 is about introducing the viewer to the essence of
an object
 it is not about understanding or recognizing the
subject of the shot, nevertheless, some abstracts
are recognizable

CREATIVE And
ALTERED REALITY

 source images are made,
and altered, by the
photographer.

 artwork and/or computer graphics by the
photographer may be incorporated
 images are not constructed entirely within the
computer
 any subject matter is acceptable as long as the
image displays a change in natural colour, form,
shape or any combination of the three.

Here is a link to CAPA’s online Judging Manual

http://www.clearfocus.ca/linked/20090527074757.pdf

* Sources: CAPA- Judging Manual, Photokonnexion, Wikipedia
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Bryan Glover !!!
Born in Hamilton Ontario, Bryan transferred with his military family
to numerous provinces throughout Canada, plus a posting to France.
He completed his post- secondary education at Ryerson, Queens plus
several graduate level courses at the Universities of Calgary and
Oklahoma. Upon graduation, he practiced as a professional
engineer with Union Carbide Canada and USA for 18 years, becoming
the manager of their Engineering Products and Services
Department.
This entailed considerable foreign travel to such countries as
Poland, Columbia and Japan. Having satisfied his travelling interests
he looked forward to spending more time with his family. So, with a
dramatic change in his working career, he switched from
engineering to banking and spent his final 19 years before
retirement with Canada Trust and TD Bank as the manager of
their Real Estate Appraisal Department in Toronto.
Photography has always been a part of Bryan’s life, starting
with his first Brownie camera at age 10, and progressing to
his first 35 mm SLR camera, a Nikon FTN at age 30. With his
new camera in hand, his first formative instruction came
from the now world-renowned nature photographer,
Freeman Patterson.
Stained Glass abstract
In the fall of 1974, Bryan enrolled in his first 3 week long
nature photography courses that Freeman began
offering that year.
They were held on
his wonderful
property, located at
Shamper’s Bluff, NB.

Feeding Frenzy
Coming In For A Landing
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Bryan Glover ……. Having the training in nature photography was one thing, but making time to use it
was quite another. His devotion to family life and career came first. However, over his working career,
photography did become his major hobby whenever time permitted.
Being a member of the Toronto Camera Club, armed with his new Digital Nikon D300s, participating in
the judging evenings and the annual, 12 part lecture series
inspired him to develop his photographic talents to a
higher level. He took the CAPA Judging Course in 2011 and
attended more workshops with Freeman Patterson and
Mary Talbot.

After A Rain Fall
Fledgling Merlins
Bryan’s enhanced skills enabled him to follow the
growth and development of rarely found Merlin Falcons in a creative photographic series, which
captured their daily activities over the season, including cleaning up the remains of other birds and small
creatures at the base of their “feeding pole” located on his front lawn.
Bryan never misses an opportunity to take pictures, even if it’s only with his Canon point-and-shoot or
smart phone, always at the ready at his side. He has been able to capture his other interests throughout
the years: family, friends, food, sporting events, vacations, weddings, portraits, antique boats… His
other, almost-as-important passion is cooking and his third career may be as a cook in a bed and
breakfast jointly owned with his wife and lifelong friends, once everyone has fully retired!

Parliament Buildings At Night

Port Hope Park Nativity Scene
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Featured Photographer, Bryan Glover…

Merlin Falcon In Flight

Success!!
Ed. Note: Thank you, Bryan, for sharing these
beautiful photographs with us. The time you spent
taking photography courses and studying with
Freeman Patterson and Mary Talbot was certainly
time well spent! !

Lights abstract

Excerpt from the Toronto Star……
TORONTO STAR REPORT: FREEDOM TO PHOTOGRAPH UNDER THREAT
“….THE SITUATION IN CANADA HAS REACHED THE POINT WHERE IT NEEDS TO BE SAID LOUDLY AND
CLEARLY: THERE IS NO LAW AGAINST PUBLIC PHOTOGRAPHY IN CANADA; NO ONE HERE CAN EVER BE
ARRESTED FOR THE SIMPLE ACT OF MAKING A PICTURE OR FILM, UNLESS OTHER LAWS ARE BEING
BROKEN IN THE PROCESS, AND POLICE OFFICERS WHO ARE IN UNIFORM AND EXECUTING THEIR DUTIES
IN PUBLIC HAVE NO REASONABLE EXPECTATION OF PRIVACY…..WE DON’T RECOMMEND AGRESSIVELY
PHOTOGRAPHING POLICE OFFICERS JUST BECAUSE YOU CAN. WE URGE RESTRAINT, DECORUM AND
GOOD JUDGEMENT……..”
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…… Larry Keeley

So long to get started, so sooooon to be ending!!
That pretty much summarizes my feelings about this summer. It seemed to take forever to get going and
now that “back to school’ is just around the corner, summer seems to be coming to an early end.
Hopefully, we will still have a few weeks of pleasant fall weather before having to don our parkas and
boots and reaching for our snow shovels.
Our NPC begins its Fall program on September 2nd with a slide show on nature photography by one of
our members, Terry Carpenter. Terry has had great luck – he calls it skill (!) in capturing beautiful images
of nature and those of us who have seen his photographs and slide shows know we are in for a lovely
treat this coming Monday evening.
Your executive members have been busy this summer organizing and planning events. Alan Short is
itching to get us going on his photo-op outings and Stephen Della Casa, our Program Director, has a long
list of interesting activities for us. A new approach to evaluating our images has been worked on by
several members and will be introduced at our September meeting. For a ‘heads up’ on this process you
should read the article in this issue of our newsletter. Much time and effort has been spent on this
review process with the hope and expectation that this part of our evening programs will be greatly
improved.
Several of our members have enjoyed photographic-capturing opportunities this summer, either here at
home or on the road travelling to new sites. Not only do we enjoy capturing images, we also enjoy
looking at them. Please take a few moments and send some of these to The Monitor to share with the
rest of us.
“Moni” extends much thanks to the many members who shared their summer ‘catch’ in this issue.

Beautiful inlet on coast of British Columbia
captured this August, 2013.

Larry Keeley photo

